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Abstract--The paper presents he space-time theory, based on identifying non-geometrical ntrapoint 
structure and symmetry. It is shown that the structure defines topological (three-dimensionality, 
continuity, cohesion) and symmetrical (homogeneity, sotropy) characteristics of pace and their elation- 
ship with the multilevel structure ofthe universe. Using the CPT-theorem the author gives the dynamic 
interpretation f the intrapoint symmetry and the electromagnetic or gin of topological properties of
space-time and of the structural hierarchy. Taking oceanic ferro-manganese concretions a an example 
the author demonstrates heeuristic significance of methods ofthe theory for deciphering the process of 
natural bodies formation with particularly complicated structure. 
INTRODUCTION 
The progress of modern science signifies its penetration into the mysteries of macro- and 
micro-world. The discovery of the cell structure of the universe on the bigger scale, and the quark 
structure of the matter on the smaller scale reminds us of the infinity of cosmos and the diversity 
of its structural manifestations. Along with the expanding bounds of the cognizable cosmos, 
new types of the structures are being discovered in the mega-world. What used to be a sample of 
homogeneity yesterday, perfect crystals, chemically pure liquids, now becomes, exposed by new 
experimental techniques, a true kaleidoscope of alternating supermolecular structures. There is no 
doubt as for the complexity of the structural pattern of the physical vacuum. The atomic structure 
of the matter is no longer a scientific fetish but rather a natural count-down for the structural levels 
of the matter. 
The concept of structural levels is virtually ubiquitous in the modern biological science, leading 
to global interdisciplinary conclusions [1-2]. The generalized crystallography closely related with 
the theory of symmetry uses with success concepts of packing, order and structural hierarchy to 
discuss complex natural structures [3-5]. The ever growing attention is attributed to a special type 
of the hierarchical ordering, the fractal structures [6]. 
In addition, topological and symmetrical properties of the space and time act in dissonance 
with the structural heterogeneity and hierarachy (multiple levels) of the surrounding world. 
Physical space is three-dimensional, continuous, homogeneous and isotropic; time is asymmetrical, 
and also homogeneous and continuous [7, 8]. Related with the homogeneity of time is the law of 
conservation of energy; with the homogeneity of space, the impulse law, and with the isotropy of 
space, the law of conservation of momentum [9]. Certain- relativity of space and time is true only 
of their metrical properties. As for their topological properties, space and time retain their 
absoluteness. Besides, neither elativity theory nor any other theory has led to any deep penetration 
into the nature of topological or symmetrical properties of space and time, the more so into the 
cause-effect relation between these properties and the structural multilevelness and heterogeneity 
of physical world (the universe). 
It is this global problem in general that the non-metrical structural theory of space and time 
(space-time) founded in Refs [10-1 I] is devoted to. The major concept of the theory is the intrapoint 
structure, i.e. the non-geometrical structure of the world point as a unit physical event [8]. 
Mathematically, this structure is described with a separate group of discrete symmetry named the 
intrapoint symmetry and logically expanding the concepts of the point and spatial symmetry. 
Ideas of the intrapoint structure and symmetry have been used to develop a new approach to 
problems of three-dimensional space, its homogeneity and isotropy, as well as the enantiomorphism 
of the material objects, i.e. their reflection symmetry antipodes [4, 5]. Dynamic interpretation 
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of intrapoint symmetry, in its turn, allows one to visualize the electromagnetic origin of the 
topological properties of space-time. 
The theory includes three stages of a mathematized description of the structural organization 
of the universe substratum (medium). In the order of the growing adequacy and completeness, the 
descriptions may be named, by convention: (1) the universe as a multilevel system of contacting 
natural regions (the multilevel topological structure of this system is described); (2) the universe 
as a multilevel material space (the superstructure is characterized, realized on the above topological 
structure; the superstructural unit--that is, the intrapoint structure); (3) the universe as time 
and light (a possibility is discussed of an electrodynamic interpretation of this superstructure as
energetic space-time). 
The theory may help to specify the classic spatial-temporal varieties attributing on the physical 
basis non-geometrical structures to their points. Thus, the number of the outer axiomatic 
conditions imposed on the spatial-temporal varieties may be drastically cut down. Such specializa- 
tion would fully agree with the statement by Penrose that the description of space and time requires 
not so much the general but rather a specific formalism [7]. Indeed, the universe is given to us in 
a specific and unique form. 
THE UNIVERSE AS A MULTILEVEL SYSTEM OF CONTACTING 
NATURAL REGIONS 
Thus do these organs of the world proceed, 
As thou perceivest now, from grade to grade; 
Since from above they take, and act beneath.t 
DAN~ 
A. Conceptualization 
Primary concepts and principles of the theory 
We shall call the natural region each of the regions of the matter or a field bounded, on 
conditions of various parameters, by the physical surface of division. Some of the examples of such 
regions are effective atoms, crystals, polycrystalline bodies, the earth's shells, sectors of inter- 
planetary space identified by their magnetic field patterns. 
The contact boundary of the natural regions, the natural boundary, always has a specific inner 
structure, the electronic, atomic one, etc. As a nile, it differs topologically from the respective 
structures of the neighbouring regions. The example is the graph model (Fig. 1) of the atomic 
structure of an intergranular boundary in the germanium polycrystal derived from the data of 
Ref. [12]. 
If we abstract from the concrete material substratum (matter, field) of the natural regions, 
we shall consider them at a randomly selected moment in the existence of the universe. We assume 
fulfilled the following initial principles of the theory: 
(i) any natural region or boundary is contained in some other natural region, and 
each natural region or boundary contains another natural region; 
(ii) for any other natural regions there is always a third natural region containing 
those two. 
It is important hat these principles result from the generalization and extrapolation of basic 
experimental data on the topology of space structure within the observable limits. 
The framework of the universe concept 
Initial principles of the theory suggest hat it is necessary to regard the observable universe 
as a multilevel (infinite level, in the limit) system of contacting natural regions. Or, in other words, 
as a multilevel bound packing of natural regions physically realized by the cosmos itself; it is to 
be referred to further on as the framework of the universe. Thus, we can, at this higher stage, 
reiterate the statement by Aristotle that "the body of the universe cannot be uniform in any other 
tCited here and below: "'The Divine Comedy" by Dante Aligheri (translated by Henry W. Longfellow). 
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Fig. 1. A topological model (graph) of the atomic structure ofgermanium crystal intergrain boundary. 
Circles correspond to atoms (the black ones, to the atom inside the boundary, the white ones, to the atom 
inside the crystal), lines, to atom connections. 
way but through the contacts of its parts".t We shall also go back to the basic notions of 
Lobachevsky's geometry stating: "Contact joins two bodies in one. Thus all the bodies are 
visualized as part of a single whole, the Space".¢ 
Spatial structures in the form of one- or multilevel packings are seen now as physically isolated 
fragments of the framework of the universe. So, the principle of the packing whose fundamental 
significance has been shown by the general crystallography and the theory of symmetry [3-5], 
acquires the truly cosmic importance. 
Consequences of the framework of the universe concept 
First, this concept suggests a specific trichotomic-hierarchical structure of the universe, or, 
more precisely, its framework. It makes possible a multiple and simultaneous hierarchical 
segmentation f: (1) natural regions of the universe; (2) their contact boundaries, i.e. elements of 
the "contact with" relation; (3) the neighbourhood of these regions, i.e. elements of the "contained 
in" relation which are responsible for the given neighbourhood in the sense as below. Thus, 
spatial hierarchies tudied by astronomy, geology, biology and other natural sciences act as 
local manifestations of a more uniform trichotomic-hierarchical structure "penetrating" the 
cosmos. This structure is a supposed factor for the structural stability of the universe as a 
whole, and statistic instability of its specific material realizations, or otherwise the source of self- 
development of the universe. 
Second, the framework of the universe concept specifies the nature of the "contact with" and 
"contained in" relations. In a sense they prove to be mutually opposing and dual. Mathematically, 
the "contact with" relation is symmetrical though, on the whole, non-transitive. In contrast, the 
"contained in" relation is transitive but not symmetrical. The statement: "natural region p~ is 
contained in natural region P2" is equivalent to the statement: "p~ contacts with natural region P3 
which is, by definition, the neighbourhood of region pj in P2 and contains all those and only those 
regions that are contained in P2 but not in Pr". The equivalence stablished is a simple logical 
consequence of the structural organization of the framework of the universe. 
Third, the developed conceptual model illustrates uch notion of the universe where natural 
regions and boundaries are real physical entities irrespective of the method of their geometrical, 
or rather, pointwise-metrical description. The "contain in" and "contact with" relations act here 
as primary notions directly reflecting the results of the experiment. They have been used to 
introduce the notions of the "world point", "three-dimensional space", "enantiomorphism", etc. 
which is a distinctive feature of the proposed theory [10]. 
B. Mathematical Models 
A graph of the framework of the universe 
We shall use the terminology of the graph both for the description of binary relations and for 
their geometrical interpretation [13]. 
We specify graph R for the set P of all natural regions of the universe, i.e. we correlate one to 
one the set of all vertexes in R-P.  Two vertexes in R are joined by an edge when and only when 
tAristotle, "Physics". 
:~N. Lobachevsky, "On the basic notions of geometry". 
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the corresponding natural regions contact with each other (such edge is referred to as "contact 
relation") or when one is contained inside the other (the "inclusion relation"). 
Algebraically, R = R÷ U R and R÷ n R = 0, where R÷ and R_ are binary relations, "con- 
tained with" and "contained in" respectively, given on P. More precisely, R÷ is the set of all 
those and only those ordered pairs (edges) of the type (p, p')~ p2 where region p contacts with 
region p'. The sequence of regions p, p' is apparently unimportant, i.e. the contact relation (p, p') 
is an unoriented edge of graph R. Similarly, R_ is the set of all those and only those ordered pairs 
of the type (p, 'p) ~ p2 where region p contains region 'p or is contained in 'p. For definiteness, we 
assume here and henceforth that p is contained in 'p, i.e. the inclusion relation (p, 'p) is the oriented 
edge of graph R. Loop edges in R are excluded. 
By definition, graph R is a non-metrical model of the universe's framework describing its 
multilevel topological structure. Such definition is useful if only because it leads to a unified 
modelling technique applicable to complex natural packings (framework fragments) in the form 
of appropriately selected parts of graph R. 
Models of the fragments of the framework of the universe 
Of primary importance are A-graphs, which are subgraphs of graph R describing the topology 
of bound packings of the same level PI(~) of natural regions, i.e. the systems of the contacting 
regions whose inner structure is not taken into account. Vertexes of A-graph correspond to natural 
regions while the edges, to the contact boundaries between these regions in packing Pl~3~. 
Figure 1 shows the A-graph of effective atoms packing in the polycrystal. It is an example of a 
crystallographic packing of the P10) type whose topology is closely related with the laws of crystals 
symmetry [14]. 
There are other important realizations of A-graphs. These are A-graphs of molecules as a 
packing of effective atoms [15, 16], molecular associates as a packing of molecules [10], crystalline 
aggregates as a packing of crystals [17, 18], biological bodies as a packing of cells [19], etc. 
Using finite A-graphs we have also introduced B-graphs for a possible existence in PI(~) of a 
multicentre (q-centre, q >/3) contact, i.e. a common contact boundary of all q natural regions and 
not more [10]. 
The amount of vertexes of B-graph equals the number of all edges of A-graphs, and two vertexes 
are joined by the edge if and only if the corresponding boundaries in packing P10) intersect. 
Figures 2 (b) and (c) shows diagrams of A-, B-graphs of the packing of four contacting (fused) 
fine- and thick-platy crystals of BaSO 4. Figure 2 suggests that B-graphs show well q-centre 
contacts, while in the PI(,) type of the packing such contact may exist when and only when the 
respective B-graph contains a complete subgraph of the dimensions 1/2q(q- 1). Thus, a 
"compact" packing [Fig. 2 (c)] has two 3-centre contacts, while a "loose" packing [Fig. 2 (b)] lacks 
them. In relation to molecules, B-graph plotting corresponds to an illustrative analysis of the 
topology of molecular systems with q-centre contacts of effective atoms describing multicentre 
chemical bonds. The euristic value of A -, B-graphs is evident from Fig. 1 which lists all the theor- 
etically possible combinations of A-, B-graphs for the system of four contacting regions [17]. 
Plotting of A-graphs for various structural levels of a single material formation topologically 
characterizes it as a multilevel (N-level, N >1 2) packing Pl(m of natural regions. Such characteristic 
suggests an outline of the structure for especially complex natural macro-bodies, their true nature 
and origin. 
A good example of intricately organized macro-bodies i provided by sea ferromanganese 
concretions. They form vast industrial deposits on the world ocean floor. The former belief that 
the concretions resulted from the fusion of colloidal particles of Fe- and Mn-oxides dispersed in 
the ocean has proved wrong. Application of topological methods has shown that concretions form 
in two stages [20]. First a protoconcretion forms of possibly metastable f rrugenous rhodochrosite. 
This is followed by a full replacement by finely dispersed oxidized Fe-, Mn-minerals in the 
protoconcretion body, with its macro-structure inherited. It means that the sea ferromanganese 
concretion is a multiphase pseudomorphose after a macro-crystalline aggregate [20]. 
Figures 3 and 4 show a topological model of the oceanic oncretion with the typical globular 
structure in the form of 2-level Pl(2) packing. A-graphs describing this packing at the macro- and 
micro-levels hall be called A m- and Am-graphs, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Theoretically possible combinations of A-, B-graphs for a system of four contacting regions (a); 
A -, B-graphs and described by them accretions of fine (b) and thick-tabular (c) crystals of BaSO4. Circles 
show vertexes of the A-graph; asterisks show vertexes of the B-graph. 
Figure 4 (b) shows the A'-graph of the protoconcretion as an idealized packing of globules 
(with a nucleus at the centre of the packing, e.g. a shark tooth). A typical aggregate of three such 
globules is shown in Fig. 3 (a). It also shows the A'-graph of this aggregate; the dashed line shows 
the A"-graph of a hypothetical growth which differs from the initial one only in that it lacks any 
visible distortion in the appearance of two globules in the region where they are the closest o each 
other. Transition from the triangular to the A-graph of the depicted fusion illustrates well the 
indicated effect of mutual distortion and non-fusion of globules as a feature of a truly crystalline 
origin of the concretional macro-structures [18, 20]. 
Similarly, the type of transition from A'-graph in Fig. 4 (a) to A'-graph in Fig. 4 (b), describes 
this effect for the concretion as a whole and explains the origin of the bigger part of the pore space 
in ferromanganese concretions. Pseudomorphization f the protoconcretion (oxidation of ferru- 
genous rhodochrosite) is illustrated by the change in the colour of vertexes from the white in the 
.4"-graph in Fig. 4 (b) to the corresponding black in the isomorphous Am-graph in Fig. 4 (c). 
It means that the black vertex of the isomorphous A m-graph in Figs 4 (c) and 3 (b) corresponds 
to a globule altered from inside, its generalized form shown in Fig. 3 (b). Using A'-graphs, it is 
possible to understand the restructuring in supermolecular structures under pseudomorphization. 
In Fig. 4 (b) and (a), a randomly selected vertex of A m-graph is correlated with a complete A'-graph 
describing the globule as an idealized packing of block-monocrystalline beams. The beams have 
a single centre at which they all contact with each other [Fig. 3 (a)]. The arrows show that each 
of the .4m-graph vertexes joins a corresponding one fo the A'-graph with an inclusion relation. 
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Fig. 3. Typical accretions of three globules of oceanic oncretions, and the A-graph describing them. 
Vertexes of A-graphs are marked by circles. The white circle corresponds to the globule of a 
protoconcretion (a), the black one, to the globule of the globule of a ferromanganese concretion (b). 
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Fig. 4. A two-level topological model describing the formation of an oceanic ferromanganese concretion. 
The vertexes of the A'-graph are shown with large circles, those of the A,-graph by small circles. The 
shaded circle corresponds to the nucleus of the concretion. 
In Fig. 4 (c), the A,-graph correlated with the A'-graph vertex describes a changed globule as a 
loose packing of the composing micro-particles. Such description according to Fig. 3 shows 
that pseudomorphisation at the micro-level results in the destruction of anisotropic block- 
monocrystaUine b ams and in the formation of the isotropized loose aggregate. Dashed lines in 
Fig. 4 (c) traces the outline of the central section of the concretion. 
This example shows that multilevel topological modelling facilitates interpretation a d graphic 
presentation of the process generating complex natural objects. Bound parts of the graph R act 
here as adequate models for the fragments of the universe's framework. They have the necessary 
precision to outline what there is essential in the structural independence of these fragments. 
Algebraic model of the framework of the universe 
The new model is based on the graph one, but, in contrast, it describes more unambiguously 
the topological and trichotomic-hierarchical structures of the framework of the universe. 
Determination f the graph R is apparently equivalent to assuming the ensemble (family) of the 
type: 
SR = {{p, r+, r_}: p EP and r+,r_eR}, (1) 
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where r+ = (p,p') and r_ = (p, 'p) are the contact relation and the inclusion relation, respect- 
ively, whose components are represented by the region p. In the graph R, each of the elements of 
s = {p, r+, r}  from SR is equivalent to a bound part described by the diagram: 
'Pt r- (2) 
P r. , .pl  
where the vertexes correspond to the regions 'p, p, p'  ~ P. The edges in the diagram show that region 
'p (the larger white circle) contains region p (the smaller white circle) contacting region p'  (the black 
circle). 
As is evident, each element s e SR carries information on the actual existence of region p E s 
together with a boundary (modelled by the contact relation r+ ~s) and a neighbourhood (assumed 
by the inclusion relation r_ ~s). In this connection, the set of the type s = {p, r+, r_} will be called 
further on the unit subsystem of the universe's framework. We characterize the SR ensemble as 
an algebraic model of this framework adequately describing its trichotomic-hierarchical and 
topological structures. 
Let ~ = {p,/+, f}  be an arbitrarily fixed subsystem from SR, where f+ = (p,p') and f_ = (p, 'p). 
It will be seen then that in SR there are three subsets, of no less than continual cardinality, of the 
type: 
Sp = {{p,r+,r_}:pePp and r+,r_eR}; (3) 
Si+ = {{p,r+,r_}:peP~+ and r+,r_ ER}; (4) 
Si_={{p,r+,r_}:pePe_ and r+,r eR}, (5) 
where Pp, P~+, Pc_ are the sets of all regions from P which are contained in (1) the region peg;  
(2) the natural contact boundary between regions p and p'  and (3) the region 'p, respectively, and 
contain the region p. 
The existence of sets (3)-(5) guarantees the initial principles of the theory. Transition from p to 
Sp describes the hierarchical segmentation f region p as transformation (development) of vertex 
p = p of diagram (2) in the subgraph of graph R that characterizes the inner structure of the region 
p. Similarly, transitions from r+ to Si+ and from r to S~_ describe the respective development 
of contact relation r+ - f+ and inclusion relation r_ - f_ of this diagram. From the existence of 
sets (3)-(5) follows the major characteristics of the trichotomic-hierarchical structure. 
Ensemble SR equals the union of all components of a random term of the recurrent sequence 
{B.(SR)}, in which 
f{SR},  if n=0 
B.(SR) = .~ {E~.(S._0: S._~ eB._I(SR) and i.~ {1, 2, 3}}, (6) 
/ 
L i fne{ l ,2  . . . .  }, 
where E~.(S._ l) is the range of the values of reduction of such multivalued representation  the 
set S._ ~ that 
E.(~) = Sp, E2(~) = S:+, E~(~) = Si_, 
for every fixed g from SR. The cardinality of the set B.(SR) is 3". 
Further, for all s ~ SR, and only for those, we assume 
h(A) = {s ,A :sn~ = {p}},  
t~(i) = {~, i :  ~n i  = {~+}},  
t~(~) = {~, ~: sn~ = {~_}},  
t~(~) = {s, ~: • =~},  
t2(~) = {s,~:sn~ = {f+, f_}}, 
t , ( i )  = {s, i :  sn i  = {p, ~_}}, 
tr(~) = {s, ~ : sn~ = {t~-~+}},  
t~(~) = {s: sn i  = 0}, 
and it is apparent hat {tj(A):je{1,2 . . . . .  8}} is the division of the ensemble SR. 
(7) 
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We shall consider for each fixed j e {1, 2 , . . . ,  8}, a new family TjS composed of all those and 
only those subsets of ensemble SR which, together with each of their points s contain the respective 
set tj(s). Using the notions of the general topology [21], we verify explicitly the statement: 
For each fixed j ~ {1, 2 . . . . .  7} family TjS is the topology in ensemble SR, and with j = 7 the 
set {tj(s): s ~ SR } is its base. The topological space (SR, TjS) is always Hausdorffian also only with 
j=7 .  
Thus valid on the ensemble SR are the topologies naturally determined by the structure of unit 
subsystems of the framework of the universe. Equations relating conditions (6) and (7), i.e. the 
trichotomic-hierarchical and topological structures, are presented in Ref. [11]. 
THE UNIVERSE AS MULTILEVEL MATERIAL SPACE 
"A Point beheld I, that was raying out 
Light so acute, the sight which it enkindles 
Must close perforce before such great acuteness." 
"... said: 'From that Point 
Dependent is the heaven and nature all...' 
DANTE 
A. Conceptualization 
Worm point and the framework of the universe 
The proposed concept is based on the statement that there is a unique non-geometrical structure 
of world point that determines the topological and symmetrical properties of space. This thesis, 
on the face of it, strongly contradicts both the Euclidean understanding of the point and Gilbert's 
concept hat the point is an element of space, unidentifiable but subordinate to a certain system 
of axioms [10, 11]. The following hypothetic experiment though may be basic for the substantiation 
of the author's thesis, as well as showing that the second statement is erroneous. 
We shall place one hypothetical observer in each unit subsystem s ~ SR of the universe's 
framework. The observer will be able to determine whether he is in the region p e s, at its limits 
(or, otherwise, contact relation r+ ~s) or in the neighbourhood (inclusion relation r ~ s) of this 
region. Let us imagine that all the observers have left their subsystems and are moving away as 
a result of the alternation of their posts. 
As they become more remote, each of the observers ceases to notice the difference between 
elements p, r+, r of that subsystem s, where he was initially. The indicated elements are as 
if merged in a single new object. Taking into consideration the non-discernibility of elements 
p, r+, r in this object, on the one hand, and the fact that, on the other, the three elements exist 
in it all at the same time, the observer comes naturally to regarding the observed object as a single 
physical event g(s). 
Following the transition from ensemble SR to set GR of all events of the type g(s), the observers 
notice an important circumstance. All the features of the universe modelled by the ensemble SR 
are retained in GR. At the same time, each event of the g(s) type, i.e. the element of the set GR, 
signifies the existence of a new physical reality connected with the discussed situation of 
non-discernibility. The presence of this reality was not considered while constructing the ensemble 
SR. Their sensual perception would lead the observers to distinct correlation of the indicated reality 
to the point of physical space, or, rather, to the world point. 
The exact definition of world point as an event of the g(s) type will be only mathematical nd 
considering that: (1) world point is a unit physical event manifested in its relation to the observer, 
instrument or other effect; (2) this event is realized in the simultaneous existence and non- 
discernibility, corresponding to the point of region p, its boundary (contact relation r+) and 
neighbourhood (inclusion relation r ) ;  (3) objects p, r+, r_ are representable by three structurally 
heterogeneous parts belonging to the system of events of the same kind. 
The concept of world point therefore implicitely takes into account he trichotomic-hierarchical 
structure of the universe and corresponds to the fusion of three notions, those of the natural 
region, its boundary (contact relation) and neighbourhood (inclusion relation). In other words, 
the world point is a mirror of the universe associated with a single cosmologic principle of the 
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trichotomic-hierarchical "development" of points into worlds and "convolution" of worlds into 
points. 
If is this analogy that allows one to see in Leibnitz's monads a germ of the sturctural approach 
to world point. Since such a point does not have a geometrical structure, though showing 
topologically the structural position of some region in the universe, the Euclidean definition of the 
point as having no parts but having location, becomes more clear. As any natural region can be 
selected as a region for world point, there is also no significant discrepancy with the Gilbert's 
concept of the point. 
Physical treatment of world point as a unit event is enhanced here radically owing to the 
indication of the uniform type of the structure of these vents [8, 22]. The dependence of the world 
point on the surrounding points, their non-geometrical nature and hierarchical subordination 
extend the new understanding of the point on the basic notions of the crystallographic point [4, 5], 
on the points of layered and multidimensional spatial-temporal varieties [23, 24]. 
To forestall the mathematic definition of world point, we shall identify the raiage of its major 
consequences. 
Intrapoint structure and symmetry 
By nature, world point has no geometrical structure but is a carrier of a unique non-geometrical, 
intrapoint structure. The intrapoint structure is: (1) unobservable (obscure) but physically real since 
it implements he structure of the materially registered event; (2) ternary, since there are three and 
only three different objects, p, r+ and r_ existing in this event; (3) superstructurally unique as it 
is a structure of a higher order on the unit structure (subsystem) s = {p, r+, r_} with structural 
elements p, r+, r_; (4) scale-invariant, since each of the elements p, r+ and r_ can be represented 
by a set of independent realizations of intrapoint structure (the possibility is thus not excluded of 
representing this structure by a definite Mandelbrot's set); (5) symmetrical, asit has a finite series 
of its states, the transitions between which do not alter the structure itself. 
The latter of the above features defines the notion of the intrapoint symmetry related with the 
invariance of world point with respect o formal mutual transformations of the objects p, r+, r_ 
corresponding to the point. Any two world points are structurally isomorphous (undistinguishable) 
in the sense that the describing roups of intrapoint symmetry are isomorphous. Material 
polymorphism of world points opposes their structural isomorphism. The polymorphism estab- 
lishes the difference between the points with respect to the supposed ifference of the corresponding 
regions and/or boundaries, and/or neighbourhoods. 
Thus, we have come to the understanding of the deep connection between the structural 
heterogeneity, multilevelness of the universe and topological (three-dimensionality, cohesion, 
continuity), symmetrical (homogeneity, isotropy) properties of physical space. 
A model of structural organization of space-matter 
The set of world points (described as GR) composes the multilevel material space of the 
cosmos, i.e. the single space-matter. Physical space regarded irrespective of the matter is represented 
as a specific superstructure alized on the framework of the universe's tructure. The super- 
structural unit is the intrapoint structure. The definition of superstructural units includes 
presentation of an undisrupted bond between them that would correspond to the topological 
cohesion and continuity of space. Ternarity, symmetry and scale invariance of each of such units 
are extended by structural isomorphism onto all the units of the superstructure. The distribution 
of ternarity may be easily correlated with the three-dimensionality of space; that of symmetry, with 
the homogeneity and isotropy, while that of scale invariance, with the retention of topological and 
symmetrical features of space with respect o changes in the scale at which it is examined. 
At the same time, material polymorphism of superstructural units, or rather, the world points 
proper, control the trichotomic-hierarchical structure of the universe's framework which reflects 
cosmos's structural heterogeneity and multilevelness. It might appear paradoxical, but this 
multilevelness and heterogeneity, on the one hand, and topological and symmetrical features of 
space, on the other, prove to be different aspects of the intrapoint structure manifestation. A point, 
like a gene, contains the bases of both the homogeneity and heterogeneity of the world, and their 
interrelation law (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. A conceptual model of the structural organization of multilevel material space: interrelation of 
basic notions. 
A few notes to the diagram in Fig. 5 
1. The three-dimensionality of physical space is the major and the least understood of its 
topological properties [26]. The natural substantiation of this feature though follows from the 
discussion of the ternarity of the set of all world points of the space-matter, i.e. the set GR which 
is mathematically the ternary relation. The explicit understanding of the dimensionality of physical 
space as 3-arity of this type of relation links the three-dimensional phenomenon with the system 
of empirically simpler notions: those of the ternarity of intrapoint structure, structural iso- 
morphism, trichotomic-hierarchical structure of the universe, etc. 
This substantiation leads in theory to the experimentally observed picture of invariance of 
physical space three-dimensionality relative to the examination scale in macro- and mega-world. 
It gives an answer to the question by Einstein as to how to retain major features of four- 
dimensionality if the continuity of space-time is rejected [26], providing a broader sense to spatial 
local coordinates of the world point [11]. The new understanding of the three-dimensionality agrees 
also with the following basic result of theoretic studies going back to Ehrenfest and Whitrow 
on the dimensionality of space: atomic, planetory and other material systems lose the observed 
structural stability if we assume that with the type of physical laws persisting, the systems are 
realized in the space of n # 3 dimensions [25]. 
2. Orientability of physical space, or more precisely, the spatial variety, is the possibility of 
continuous division of spatial axes' bases into the right- and left-hand ones [11]. Orientability 
of space is the necessary condition of enantiomorphism (chirality) of material objects. Enantio- 
morphism of physical media (crystals, liquids and gases in whose atoms the parity of electro- 
magnetic effects is disturbed) is reflected in their optical activity. Enantiomorphism of the 
continuum is introduced either by ascribing their points asymmetrical surrounding [5], or by 
indicating a priori the right- or left-handedness as a non-geometrical feature of the point [27]. 
The proposed concept takes into consideration both approaches regarding enantiomorphous 
media as space-matter regions where the respective world points are materially equivalent (not 
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polymorphous) but their intrapoint structures belong, in a certain non-geometric sense, to the 
right-hand and left-hand states.t In other words, the very fact of the physical media enantio- 
morphism may be experimentally proving the validity of the model of  intrapoint structure. 
3. Analysis of the diagram in Fig. 5 suggests another paradoxical conclusion: that major 
notions of classic mechanics (material point, the degrees of freedom number, integrals of the 
movement, etc.) implicitly take into consideration the structural multilevel organaization of 
cosmos. Actually, even the system-structural approach discussed irrespectively of the notions of 
space and time borrowed from the outside does not include such a high rank of understanding of 
cosmos cohesion that is contained implicitly in mechanics. This approach did not have an 
equivalent to the notion of world point existing at one time both as an element and as a relation. 
However, it was the development of the systematic-structural approach that demanded the search 
for isomorphism and polymorphism of phenomena [28] that led to the explicit determination of
the intrapoint structure previously unknown to physics. Such is the dialectics of cognition which 
gives the priority to studies of structural isomorphism and material polymorphism of world points 
as a possible basis for all physically real spatial structures and symmetries. 
B. Mathematical Models 
Mathematical definition of the worm point 
It would seem that according to our mental experiment, he world point, i.e. a physical event 
of the type g(s), where s = {p, r+, r_} can be defined as: g(s) with equal probability is region p, 
or contact relation r+, or inclusion relation r_. Assuming a pariwise incompatibility or respective 
unit events would mean that g(s) with probability 1/3 is p, or r÷, or r_. Such definition would 
take into account the fact that elements p, r÷, r are unidentifiable at point g(s), but would 
contradict their existence at the point with probability 1, as prescribes the experiment. 
This contradiction when surmounted within the logic law of "tertium non datur" leads to the 
following adequate definition of world point g(s). Let s = {p, r÷, r_} be an arbitrarily fixed element 
of the set SR, while tr, fl, 6 are any three, pairwise-different umbers from the set 0 --- {1, 2, 3}. 
Then, we shall assume with respect o s and arbitrarily fixed ct, fl, 6 ~ 0, an ordered triplet (vector) 
g(s) = (gl(s), g2(s), g3(s)), whose component g(s) will be defined as the following system of 
pairwise-incompatible events: 
~g~(s) with prob.1/3 is r+ 
, , ,  l and  g~(s) with prob.l/3 is r g~(s) with probability tp roo . ) J  
or 
1/3 is region p, if /gp(s) with prob.1/3 is r_ 
[ .and g~(s) with prob.1/3 is r+, 
or 
g~(s) with prob.1/3 is 
contact relation r+, if 
or 
g~(s) with prob.1/3 is 
inclusion relation r_, if 
I 
gp(s) with prob.1/3 is p 
and gr(s) with prob.1/3 is r_ 
ga(s) with prob~l/3 is r_ 
and gr(s) with prob.1/3 is p, 
f 
gp(s) with prob.1/3 is p 
and gr(s) with prob.1/3 is r+ 
gp(s) with prob~l/3 is r÷ 
and gr(s) with prob.1/3 is p. 
fThe validity of such an approach might have been foreseen by P. Curie. Anyway, V. Vernadsky (citing M. Curie) noted 
in connection with the problem of dissymmetry of biological systems that P. Curie shortly before his death called 
dissymmetry he state of space; Vernadsky "Meditations ofa naturalist". 
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Note that this definition of world point g(s) is valid with every fixed set of (~, 8, fi), e.g. when 
8,/5) = (1, 2, 3). 
Graphically, vector g(s) can be presented as a single event characterized by six independent 
situations ("resonance structures") realized simultaneously with the probability of 1/6. These 
situations are shown schematically by the alternations in the diagram: 
[p, r+, r_] [p, r_, r+] 
\ / 
_, \ J _, 
6 6 
[r+,p, r_] *--- - -  --* (gt(s), g2(s), ga(s)) - -  - -  ---*Jr,p, r+] (8) 
/ %, 
J \ 
[r+,r ,p] [r , r+,p]  
Intrapoint structure is the vector of the type g(s), whose elements of the set s = {p, r÷, r } are 
assumed indefinite in any of the senses, physical and (or) mathematical. 
Note that the presented efinition of the world point if necessary can be modified by various 
means (e.g. by replacing in it the contact relation r+ es by the set {r+} of all contact relations 
incidental to vertex p e s of graph R), retaining the basic framework construction. 
Structural model of physical space 
We shall consider the set GR = {g(s) :seSR},  i.e. the range of values of the function 
g: SR~GR,  correlating each of s elements from SR one-to-one with the corresponding vector 
g(s) = (gl(s), g2(s), g3(s)). It is apparent hat GR is a ternary relation, i.e. 
GR c G~ ) x G~ ) x G~)c G 3 , GR = ~Vo G~)' (9) 
where G~ ) is the set of or-components of all vectors from GR. Each element from •R has a limited 
physical sense, as it is an event existing in reality only in relation GR. In contrary, the GR relation 
is a structural non-metrical model of physical (material) space including, together with new data, 
all the information on the universe containing in SR. Function g retains the most important 
features of the ensemble SR in GR. 
In particular, function g for each fixedj ~ { 1, 2 .. . . .  7} is the homeomorphism of topological space 
(SR, TjS) on representative space (GR, TjG) with topology TjG = {g(O: tje T~S}, where g(Q is 
the range of values of reduction g on the open set tj. It is apparently possible to find for any 
intersecting s, s' e SR such indexj e { 1, 2 . . . . .  7} and the set tj ~ TjS that s, s' e tj and g(s), g(s) e g(O. 
Thus, intersection s A s '~  0 is placed in correspondence with the definite type of topological 
cohesion between points g(s), g(s'). The events g(s), g(s') may be said to penetrate ach other; 
it is possible to give a probability-topological assessment of the mutual interpenetration degree 
responsible for the continuity and cohesion of space. 
Similar to ensemble SR, relation GR is equal to the union of all the elements for an arbitrary 
term of the sequence {B,(GR)}, in which 
f 
{GR}, if n=0 
B,(GR) = {g[E,.(S,_O]: S,_~eB,_I(SR) and i ,e{l ,2,  3}}, (10) 
if n e {1, 2 . . . .  }, 
where g[Ei.(S,_O] is the range of values of reduction of function g on the respective family 
Ei, (S,_ 1) e B,(SR). However, in contrast to condition (6), expression (10) describes the trychotomic- 
hierarchical structure of the universe represented now as multilevel material space. 
Comparison of these and other properties of formal structures (1) and (9) shows that relation 
GR is a unique object for a mathematical investigation. 
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In this connection, we shall consider also an infinite union of the type 
/5 = p U 2 e U 22p U 222e U . . . ,  
where 2 e is the set of all subsets of the set P, 22~ is the set of all subsets of the set 2 e, etc. All ordinary 
mathematical structures (functions, relations, etc.) connected with a certain set of individuals (in 
our case--with P) are known to belong to the corresponding infinite union [29]. Indeed, R, SR ~/5, 
as R ~ 22e, and SR c 222P. Construction of the relation GR was connected ultimately only with 
individuals P, but GR ¢/5. 
Thus we can see that GR is a unique mathematical superstructure given on the structure SR. 
A specific feature of this superstructure is that it is realized and at the same time realizes a multilevel 
topological structure of the universe's framework. 
Coordination of the structural and classic models of physical space 
Important properties of the model GR are suggested by its coordination with three-dimensional 
spatial variety M, the major mathematical model of physical space [8]. The variety is a topological 
space for each point of which there is a neighbourhood, homeomorphic (topologically equivalent) 
to n-dimensional Euclidean space E". The number n is called the dimensionality of the diversity 
and in the case of spatial variety M is postulated as n = 3. 
Consideration of the points of the type g(s)~ GR as elements of variety M corresponds to the 
global reduction on M which can be realized with the consideration of a relative indivisibility of 
the world point [10, 11]. This reduction makes it possible to establish an adequate (in the structural 
sense) correspondence b tween the arbitrarily fixed point g(:f) = (g~(~), g2(~), g(~)) from the variety 
relation M c GR and its spatial ocal coordinates (x~, x2, x3)6E 3 according to the law: 
(x,, x2, x3) = (og(g,(i)), a~(g2(~)), 09(g3(.Q) = og(gl(g), g2(s), g3(~)) = oJ(g(~)), (1 1) 
where co is the functional prescribing homeo- and isomorphism simultaneously of a certain 
neighbourhood of the point g(s) to Euclidean space E 3. 
Thus, the three-dimensionality of the variety M with the introduced global reduction M c GR 
corresponds to the 3-arity of M relation. The correctness of such correspondence is emphasized 
by the known theorem by Brouwer: 
unempty open set in E n cannot be homeomorphous to an open set in E m with m ~ n. 
In M c GR lines and surfaces can be analytically (parametrically) assumed with the help of 
spatial ocal coordinates. The arity of the system of events from M describing these geometrical 
objects will be certainly equal to 3, which does not exclude though a possibility of determining their 
differences with respect o topological dimensionality. 
lntrapoint symmetry, enantiomorphism and anti-equality of world points 
Let us consider symmetrical groups S~ and $3 ° of the third order working for the sets 
s = {p, r÷, r}  and 0 = {1, 2, 3} respectively. The point of the type g(s) is invariant relative to any 
transformations from groups F~) s 0 = $3®$3, F~s)= S~®S~ (® is the sign of direct product of 
groups) describing its intrapoint structure. Groups of the type F o g~s), Fg~s) are assumed by definition, 
the groups of intrapoint symmetry. 
The correctness of this definition is connected with the following simple property: for any two 
points g(sl) , g(s2)~ GR, groups F ° L ~ L g~W' F~sO' Fgt~2)' Fg(~2) are pairwise isomorphous. Hence, world 
points of the type g(s) are really structurally isomorphous with each other in the sense of the given 
definition of intrapoint symmetry groups. Two cases of structural isomorphism are possible: (1) 
sl ~ s2, i.e. points g(sO, g(s2) are materially polymorphous; (2) s~ = s2, i.e. points g(sO, g(s~) are 
materially equivalent. 
Feasibility of joint, groups Fg~,) and F L~,), consideration follows from the graph model of world 
point. In agreement with diagram (8), each of the diagrams in Fig. 6 is exactly the graph model 
of point g(s) in one of its states. The vertex of the diagram corresponds to the object from the 
set s = {p, r+, r}  and two vertexes are joined by the edge when and only when the corresponding 
objects belong to one and the same rearrangement of elements p, r÷, r_ es. The number of the 
vertex is the place of the object in the rearrangement; for definiteness, econd-degree v rtexes 






Fig. 6. Theoretically possible types of world points enantiomorphism (unit physical events). The points 
are modelled by diagrams, their vertexes are shown by circles: the black cirete signifies a natural region, 
the shaded one shows the contact relation, and the white one, the inclusion relation. 
are given the same number. It can be shown that there exists IF~s)l = IF~,)I =36 (11 is the 
exponent sign of the group) of the diagrams of the indicated form: 12 of them are shown in Fig. 6, 
the rest are obtained as a result of renumeration of the above diagrams' vertexes. Diagrams 
of the right (left) vertical column in Fig. 6 can be transformed by any operation, say, from 
group F~s) (F~<s), respectively) in diagrams of the same form, a column in particular, whereas 
operations from a certain group of isomorphisms of F~,) group to Fs~) one related iagrams of 
different columns. 
Now we shall consider two materially equivalent points g(s), g(s')EGR, i.e. g(s)=g(s') ,  
s = s' = {p, r+, r_}, mutually transformable by any operation from F~,) or F~o ). If the operation 
chosen aligns the mirror-symmetric d agrams in Fig. 6, then points g(s), g(s') are enantiomorphic 
with respect o it, i.e. are in the enantiomorphic state relative to each other. Due to structural 
isomorphism of world points, enantiomorphism of intrapoint structures can also be assumed on 
the analogy, including materially polymorphous point from GR. 
If follows from the above: (1) orientability of the spatial variety with points of the g(s) type; 
(2) possibility for the physical realization of world points enantiomorphism with the consideration f 
its types listed in Fig. 6. This realization can be visualized as a form of a complex event determined 
by the specific features of intrapoint structure manifestations. We shall illustrate this below. 
Let us assume that physically enantiomorphous points g(s), g(s') are related by the operation 
= (p r_ ) )  7L //(123~ r+ 
\\213)' r+r_ 
from F~). Then we may come to treating yL as an event where the first (second) component of 
the g(s) point always acts with respect to something (observer, instrument, effect) as the second 
(first, respectively) component acts in point g(s) with respect o the same thing. The third 
component in g(s) acts always as in point g(s'). 
We shall now show that non-geometrical operation ~L can be expressed analytically-naturally 
as a classic operation of mirror reflection. For that, we shall consider g(s), g(s') points of the 
spatial variety M = GR. As g(s) = g(s'), then (gl(s), g2(s), g3(s)) = (gl(s'), g2(s'), g3(~")) and, there- 
fore gl(s) = gl(s'), g2(s) = g2(s'), g3(s) = g3(s'). Operations 
\ \213} ' \p  r+ r_ ' 
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in agreement with equations (11), the transition from the "right-hand" local system of coordinates 
in M to the "left-hand" one will correspond by the law: 
gl(s), , g2(s'), g2(s), , gl(s'), g3(s) ,  , g3(s') 
xl ~ , x~ X 2 ~ , X~ X 3 ~ , 
Vector (xt, x2, x3) is spatial coordinates of the point g(s) in the right local system of coordinates 
prescribed by some neighbourhood of the point g(s) and by the homeomorphism o90 of this 
neighbourhood on E 3. The set x~, x~, x~ includes the point g(s') coordinates in the corresponding 
left system of coordinates; with the necessary condition that x~ = x~, x2 = x~, x3 = x~, i.e. scheme 
(12) describes a mirror reflection of local coordinate systems in M. 
We shall assume, finally, that the points g(s), and g(s') are connected by operation 
D_~fpr+r_'~ / /123~ 
-\\r pr 
from F~s). Then we may treat 7 o as an event where region p (contact relation r+) acts in point 
g(s) with regard to something always as the contact relation (region p, respectively) acts with 
respect o the same thing in the point g(s'). Inclusion relation r in g(s) manifests itself always 
as in g(s'). 
L Due to the isomorphism of groups $3 ° and S~, on the one hand, and of groups F~s) and F~s), 
on the other, it may be shown that operation ~ o is also analytically representable as a mirror reflec- 
tion of local coordinate systems in M. However, if we establish [by rule 02)] the correspondence 
L ~ ~ m, where m is the mirror reflection operation (P-transformation), then under this corres- 
pondence 7 o ~ / ~ m. On the contrary, if we assume that 7 o ~ , m, then y L ~ / , m. We would seem 
to arrive at a controversial result that there exist two mutually exclusive types of mirror equality. 
Using statement 1 of anti-identification (an example is the operator of charge conjugation, 
C-transformation) of Heesch-Shubnikov black-white symmetry, it is evident hat actually we get 
a more interesting result: 
(m,  , t °) 0, n , ,1) 
X (53) 
(m ~ ~L) (yL, , 1). 
Following from result (13) are: relativity of world points mirror equality and consistent anti- 
equality, emphasized in a different form in the complete symmetry theory [27]. 
The relativity of these operations makes difficult to express them analytically. The given 
interpretation of the transformations ),/~ and 7 o as peculiar physical events rules out the dependence 
of the type of the mentioned events upon the way of introduction of the system of coordinates. 
But the very fact of the alternative result (13) suggests that if the event ~ L marks optically active 
particles, then the event 7 o explains physically similar but still a polar phenomenon--the existence 
of matter antiparticles (C-symmetry). The application of the CPT-theorem enables us to provide 
further arguments in favour of this conclusion. 
THE UNIVERSE AS T IME AND L IGHTt  
"Within the deep and luminous ubsistence 
Of the High Light appeared tome three circles 
Of threefold colour and of one dimension, 
And by the second seemed the first reflected 
As Iris is by Iris, and the third 
Seemed fire that equally from both is breathed" 
"O Light Eterne, sole in thyself that dwellest, 
Sole knowest thyself, and, known unto thyself. 
And knowing, lovest and smilest on thyself." 
DANTE 
tThe models below are but tentative and subject to further specification. 
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Worm point and light signal 
The idea that "all that exists in the world is of electromagnetic origin" is not news, the words 
belonged to Poincarr.t Can this idea be carried into effect by the developed structural concept of 
the world point as a unit physical events? 
We shall get a positive answer to this question if we realize that such an event by its nature is 
identifiable with a singular light signal, or more precisely, with electromagnetic signal to be called 
further on the light signal. This signal is certainly to be presented as a quantum of light, but we 
shall use the notion of signal as the primary one as it is done in the relativity theory or in the 
information theories. 
Intrapoint symmetry is so none other but the statically considered non-geometrical structure of 
the quantum of light generated by three other types of light signals: p-, r+- and r_- signals. These 
signals are emitted by region p, boundary r÷ and province r corresponding to the point (quantum) 
and are in their turn, identifiable with three structurally heterogenous systems of the similar quanta. 
Now we see that the previously described structural model of physical space is as a matter of fact 
a static model of the non-metrical electromagnetic field structure. Topological and symmterical 
properties of space, just as the trichotomic hierarchical organization of the universe appear but the 
major characteristics of the structure taken apart from their electromagnetic origin. 
However, the quantum of light can't appear in the quiescent s ate, the static model of intrapoint 
structure must be compared with the dynamic (electrodynamic) model. The dynamics of the 
intrapoint structure is a major factor for the union of space, time and field. It is the main aspect 
of this union that characterizes the pseudo-Euclidean space-time (Minkowski's world). In terms 
of topology the dynamics allows us to realize from a new point of view the famous programme 
by Einstein concerning the union of matter and field on structure basis: "We could regard matter 
as the regions in space where the field is extremely strong. In this way a new philosophical 
background could be created. Its final aim would be the explanation of all events in nature by 
structure laws valid always and everywhere.":~ 
Dynamical interpretation of intrapoint symmetry and CPT-theorem 
How does alignment of non-discernibility take place and the retaining of indivduality of p-, r+-, 
r_- signals in the point, i.e. of what makes it the point proper, an independent light signal. The 
answer is suggested by the quantum theory of field: it is by transmutation f p-, r+-, r_- signals 
by means of light quanta exchange. The symmetry of intrapoint structure requires the parallel 
quanta exchange, quanta are of the type p-, r+-, r_- signals between the initial exchange quanta 
signals. 
Hence the intrapoint symmetry acquires the important dynamic ontent. Its every non-identical 
operation (intrapoint ransformation) suggests a definite mechanism of the quantum of light 
generation. Due to its group nature this process is strictly periodical, which is comparable to the 
wave properties of light. 
We can present an algebraic model of the above-described process. Unlike the static probability 
model of intrapoint structure, this is a deterministic multistage dynamic model. 
The dynamic state of the intrapoint structure are evidently controlled by those intrapoint 
transformations which take place within it. That is why singular p-, r+-, r - signals (quanta) are 
identifiable with the corresponding transformations ~p, 7r+, ~,  ~ F [F is the group of the type 
D F~s )~ {Fg~s), F~,)} relative to which the point g(s) and symbols D, L are assumed indefinite). In case 
of such identification the process of transmutation of p-, r+-, r_- signals, i.e. light quantum 
generation can be easily described by means of the congugate diagrams in Fig. 7. 
The process described in Fig.7(+) consists of the transformation f quantum yp into quantum 
Yr+ (shown by the straight arrow) produced by the emission (the wavy arrow) of quantum ),p of 
quantum 7p,+- In its turn quantum 7r+, emitting quantum Yr+r is transformed into V,_. Finally 
quantum Yr emitting quantum y,p is transformed in quantum y,. Simultaneously quantum ?,_p 
emitting quantum ~e is transformed in Yet+, etc. A similar description ispossible in terms of quanta 
$Poincarr, "On the dynamics ofelectron" (1906). 
:~A. Einstein, "The evolution of physics: The growth of ideas from early concepts orelativity and quanta", with L. Infeld. 
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f+  /*_ 
~ r+ r_ r_r+ 
r_p r+p 
Fig. 7. A model of the generation of the quantum of light as the structure of p-, r+-, r_- signals 
transmutation. Letters show lower indices of the corresponding transformation. 
absorption. The non-Abelian type of the group F leads to the existence of two congugate processes 
described on the whole by the following equations: 
?p = ?,_p*?,_, ?p = ?r+p*?,+, 
?r+ = ~/pr+*?p, ?r+ : ?r_r+*?r , 
~)r_ = ?r + r_*?r + , ~)r_ = ?pr_*?p, 
where • is the sign of group multiplication in F. 
(14) 
Note that according to CPT-theorem, simultaneous charge conjugation (C-transformation), 
mirror reflection (P-transformation) and time reversal do not change the initial state of the physical 
system. Each diagram in Fig. 7 is invariant with respect o the simultaneous time reversal in the 
process given in the diagram, i.e. the reversal direction of all the arrows in the diagram 
(T-transformation), the mirror reflection of the process (P-transformation), and its conjugation as 
in Fig. 7. According to the CPT-theorem this is the conjugation which corresponds to the 
C-transformation. 
Thus provided that 7p' 'P, ?r+' ,r+, ?,_, ,r_ then, indeed, the operations 
( (p r+ r_ ~ /123"]'] ( ~ r+ r_ ~ , /123"]'~l , ( (~ r+ r ~ {123"~'~ 
\ \ r+p r ]'\123]]' r r+] ~ 237] r r+ p]'\12317 
might be consistent with the C-transformation. 
Structural background of the relativist picture of space-time 
We shall consider the value v(?) of intrapoint ransformations (relative frequency) occurred in 
a certain point g(s) under the condition that in the "standard" point one intrapoint transformation 
took place. 
It is clear that v(?) = v(~) + v(e), where v(e) and v(~) are the number of intraplate transforma- 
tions respectively accompanied and not accompanied by the recurrence of the mechanism of these 
transformations. So in case v(?)> 0, there may be only three possibilities: (1) v(?)= v(e), i.e. 
v(g) = 0; (2) v(~) # 0, v(e) ~ 0; (3) v(?) = v(~), i.e. v(e) = 0. We shall characterize these conditions 
with multigraphs of H r. The oerlex at Hr will correspond by definition, to a certain operation from 
F\{e}; the edge will correspond to the transformation of one such operation to another, i.e. again 
the operation from F\{e}; the loop corresponds to the transformation of the operation (vertex) in 
itself, i.e. e unit of F group. 
Figure 8(a) shows the multigraph Hr defined by the condition v(y) = v(e). The number of loops 
in this multigraph equals to v(e) - 1 [it is accepted conventionally that v(e) = 6], i.e. the number 
of identical intrapoint ransformations generated by v (e )--multiple recurrence (recycling), stability 
of certain mechanism of non-identical transformations (intrapoint) in g(s). The loops are not 
oriented as temporal relations in this Situation and are totally indefinite. We can only state that 
point g(s) selfabsorbs ficticious e-quanta, each of them being described by the unit e of the group 
F. The condition v(7 ) = v(e) hence characterizes the concentration (localization) of energy in the 
point g(s), i.e. intrinsically defines g(s) as a point particle (material point). 
CAMWA 17- I/3--T 
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Y 
(c) 
Fig. 8. The multigraph H r,  describing: (a) the point particle; (b) the particle translation and (c) field 
extension. 
Figure 8(c) shows the graph Hr defined by the condition v(v)= v(E). Under this condition 
constant delocalization of energy takes place in the point g(s): it is found at the lowest energetic 
state. The given condition hence defines intrinsically the point g(s) as a virtual particle of vacuum 
matter. Directional alteration of the mechanism of intrapoint ransformations in the point of 
this type can be regarded as the propagation of electromagnetic f eld in vacuum. Graph Hr 
edges are oriented since temporal relations in this case are fully determined by the relativistic 
causality. 
Finally, Figure 8(b) shows an example of the multigraph Hr characterized by the condition 
v(e) ~ O, v(E) ~ O. Using situations in Figs. 8 (a) and (c) this multigraph can describe uniform and 
rectilinear motion of a material point in vacuum as a spontaneous process disturbing the state of 
stability of the given mechanism of the intrapoint transformations in one point and the consecutive 
exitation of the same state in another point. 
The major consequences of this description is (as may be easily shown) the relativistic principle 
of relativity. 
So we see that the topological consideration (in the sense of the Hr model) of the intrapoint 
dynamics features may serve as a basis for the structural, non-metrical background of the 
relativistic space-time picture. In particular elativistic-causal argumentation the time arrow going 
back to Bohr and Rosenfeld can be considerably enhanced [30]. 
Indeed the properties of such intrapoint rhythm defined by the condition v(7)= v(~) best 
agree with the nature of time. Time is homogenous ince each intrapoint transformation 
corresponds to the process of the same type---generation f the quantum of light as the structure 
of mutual transportation of p-, r÷-, r_- signals. Time is continuous, as each p-, r÷-, r_- signal 
can be represented as the continuum of processes of the same type. Time is asymmetrical s the 
process of generation of a quantum of light as a dynamic structure is irreversible in its essense. 
Indeed the hypothetic reversibility of this process in point g(s) means none but recycling of 
the mechanism of intrapoint ransformations, i.e. localization of energy in g(s). This cycling 
itself may be represented as an irreversible but limited process of generation of real quanta in 
the system 
where i = 1, 2, 3, preserving the structure of this particle. 
In other words the electrodynamic nature of the intrapoint structure internally defines the only 
universal scale of time t = 2/v and distances l = 2 = c Iv, where v = frequency of electromagnetic 
fluctuations, which is consistent with the value v(?), and c = the speed of light in vacuum. 
Structural, genetic and energy concepts of space-time 
The structural representation f space-time is defined by the following relation gst  r : 
F~tr ~ G R x F, 
where x is the Cartesian product. Arranged in order 3 + 1-multiple (i.e. a pair, the first 
component of which is the ordered triple) of the type (gt(s),g2(s),g3(s),?)~Fstr describes the 
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world point g(s )= (g,(s), g2(s), g3(s)), being in the state of intrapoint transformation ? ~ F. If 
needed we may naturally assume that ? in (g(s), ?) ranges over the sequence of values from 
F corresponding to the world line, for example. F, tr viewed as a carrier of spatial-temporal 
variety excludes the necessity of postulating the major topological properties (3 + 1-dimensions, 
orientation etc.) of this variety as they can be deduced from F,,,. 
The genetic representation of space-time is given by the multivalued representation Fen : 
Fgen: F3-+F (or Fgen c F 3 x El. 
Each 3 + 1-multiple from F~, has by definition, the form ((?p, ?,+, ?,_), Y), i.e. the representation 
of F~, correlates the triplet (yp, 7r+, ?r_) ~F3 as the p-, r+-, r_- signals the transformation ? EF 
as the quantum of light generated by the mutual transformations of these signals. F~ includes 
all the structural information contained in F~t,, as there is correspondence between vectors 
(g~(s), g2(s), g3(s)) and (?p, ?r+, ?,_): 
g~ (s )~ r. 
to be understood ynamically [equations (14)]. At the same time, the model F~ characterizes 
space-time as a unique quasi-growth structure. Space is to be viewed as a structure of 
transmutation of the quanta of light, while time as a process of generation of the light quanta 
of this structure. 
The energetic representation of space-time follows from the genetic one and is given by the 
multivalued representation of F,,~g: 
F,,~rs: A3-~A(or F,,erg c A ~ x A), 
where A is the set of all possible values of the electromagnetic spectrum. Each 3 + 1-multiple from 
Fon~rg has, by definition, the form: 
~'p Vr+ 
where 0 < 2p, 2,+, 2,_, 2~ < oo, i.e. the representation of F~.~, correlates p-, r+-, r_- signals with 
the wave-lengths of 2p, i,+, 2~_ to the quantum of light ?, controlled by the frequency v~ and 
generated by the transmutation of these signals. 
It should be noted that the model F~g has the intrinsic pseudo-Euclidean metrics (interval). 
Indeed, in view of equations (15) for the quadrie surface of 2 2 = c2t 2 - x 2 - x~ - x 2 in relation to 
F~n~,g we have: 
2 2 = 2~ - 2 2 - 2~+ -- 2,2_. (16) 
Admitting that E = hv, where h is Plank's constant, E is the energy of the quanta from equation 
(16), we get: 
For the light signal i = O, i.e. 
E -2 = E~ -2 - E/2 - ET+ 2 - ET). 
X~=2~+X~ 2 2 r+ Jr  r_" 
In view of the above it is clear that the light signal with the wave-length of ? is generated by 
the transmutation of signals with the wave-lengths of ?,, ?,+, 7,_ and only in ease this condition 
is satisfied. In the case when the events are connected by the space-like interval, 22< 0, i.e. 
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Consequently the structural contents of the relativity of synchronism means that under the 
mentioned condition the formation of the transmutation structure of p-, r+-, r_-signals is 
impossible. Mathematically it implies a limitation on the representation Feners, graph describing 
F~rg as a binary relation is not complete. 
Finally we shall discuss the events related by the time-like interval ).2 > 0, i.e. 
2 2 2 ).2 
). 7 > ~ p "~- A r + "~ r 
E~-2 > E; 2 + E;+2 + EL L 
These conditions define the particle as a wave with the length I - -) .  turned to the point. 
-E  -2 E72) -1/2 are sums of loop weights of Mathematically the values l and E = (E( 2 -  E~ -2 r÷ - 
the multigraph [Fig. 8(a)], invariant with reference to Lorentz transformations. 
Unlike the Kaluza-Klein theories the new image of the particle does not need introducing 
additional hidden measurements of space-time. The particle in Fe,e~ s gives two polar states for the 
cone of light: one state corresponds to movement of the particle in space (its coordinates 
).r, 2r÷, ).r_), the other one to movement inside the particle (i.e. to transition to space coordinates 
of the type ).,,, Mr'+, ).r'_, where ).p2 + 22,+ + ).2r._ = 22) • It should be noted that within F~n~,s both cones 
merged to form the single one. However there might be that the interaction of these cones of 
light will lead to the gravitation as a secondary structure on the electromagnetic field. 
Though the given models are regarded as provisional we can conclude that the geometrical, 
physical and structural-systematic description of reality has a unique basis--the structure of the 
quantum of light. It is from the unification of these descriptions that we should considerably 
broaden our knowledge about the light. We have tried to show that the quantum of light is possible 
to consider as the structure-process of the light p-, r+-, r -  signals transmutation, with a peculiar 
symmetry between heterogeneity and homogeneity of the world and the asymmetry of its 
development. There is no doubt that further elaboration of these conceptions will require 
reconsideration of the medieval ideas regarding the Trinity, as well as regarding Light and 
Hierarchy ("Corpus'a Areopagiticum", Dante Alighieri, Nicolaus Cusanus and others), and in 
particular the relationship between science, religion and art. 
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